Late Spring 2010
Aqualuma Underwater Lighting to Launch 2 New Products
Aqualuma Underwater Lighting offers consumers an opportunity to create perfect illumination and an exquisite
ambience around their boat at night using specially adapted LED lights. Focussing on customer needs these products
offer superior bright underwater lighting with low current consumption and low running costs.
All Aqualuma lights are corrosion resistant, with housings that makes them strong and robust against shock and
vibration. For a demonstration of the strength of the thru hull light housing you can see a short video clip at:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=i_8U8Ttr2vM
The following new products enhancing the Aqualuma range will be available in late June
9 LED Spreader / Flood Light
For those who want high quality lighting on deck or mast this 9 LED light draws less
than 1.4amps when operating from a 12volt DC (it can accept 24volts DC). Machined
from Billet Aluminium, it is hard anodised in colours to suit owners and vessels alike,
enabling it to blend in seamlessly and illuminate in the evening setting a relaxing and
mood enhancing atmosphere. This particular light comes with an installation kit, an
ultra slim profile and a two year warranty.
Be the first to get this product in Europe contact: tmi@tidesmarine.com
9 LED Flush / Surface Mount
Aqualuma Underwater Lighting is best known for its thru hull lighting options on its
1 Series, 3 Series, 6 Series and Tri Series lights. Thru hull lights are not always an
option depending on the boat, hull or owner preference. To meet these requirements,
Aqualuma have developed a Flush Surface Mount. The light comes with an
installation kit, 2 year warranty and is available in brilliant white, ultra blue and
ultra green.
To find out more details on the surface mount range contact us today :
tmi@tidesmarine.com
Member of Facebook? For the latest from Aqualuma Underwater Lighting click here to become a fan: http://
www.facebook.com/search/?init=srp&sfxp&o=69&q=marine+employment&s=10#!/pages/QLD/Aqualuma-UnderwaterLighting/411183955141?ref=ts

Tides Marine and Armstrong Nautical at the Dubai Boat Show
Tides Marine and Armstrong Nautical Products teamed up at the recent Dubai International Boat
Show (DIBS) which is considered to be the most important and established event of its kind in the
Middle East region and Indian subcontinent.
Attracting tens of thousands of visitors each year, the multi-award
winning event is among the top five leading international boat shows in
the world. DIBS is proud to be the chosen and trusted platform for world
leading companies to showcase their World Premiers and Regional Launches.
On display were the range of Armstrong telescopic ladders including the award winning RIB
ladder as well as Lloyds Register certified shaft seals and rudder bearings by Tides Marine.
The show proved to be a great success and the level of interest and orders taken to date will ensure our return in 2011.
Where else can you find TIDES MARINE in Europe?

Italy

Spain

Poland

Tallon Systems portfolio continues to build pace
Boating accessory innovators Tallon Systems launch “The Ultimate Drinks Holder”. Accessory hungry boaters will
not be disappointed by the latest innovations from this New Zealand based manufacturer.
Tallon Systems supply the broadest range of easily installed, flexible, stylish and strong
marine accessories. Their receiver system enables users to personalise and set up their boats
exactly as they wish. This simple innovative product which is available in stainless steel,
white and black face plate finishes allows you to interchange a broad range of accessories
from drinks holders, to TV mounts, fishing rod and dive bottle holders and can even supply
power for lights and VHF’s.
The new developments from Tallon Systems in drink holder technology, means users now have an
accessory which is suitable for a large variety of drink containers . The holder is made from durable
Zytel™ plastic and it’s stylish curves will add zing to any boat. The stepped interior means that it
can hold almost every drink imaginable from bottles to cans and tumblers. A clever cut-out allows
the holder to cater for wine glasses and coffee cups too – a trick few, if any, rival products have
mastered! The icing on the cake is rubber inserts inside the holder which grip the contents securely be it a bottle or a coffee mug - preventing slop or rattle when underway.
Duncan Good, General Manager of Tallon Systems said: “This is a serious product that meets the needs of almost
every boat owner, but it hasn’t stopped us having a lot of fun creating it! I don’t believe there is a better drink holder
on the market — this is the ultimate drink holder.”

TIDES MARINE INTERNATIONAL SUPPLY TO NO LIMITS SHIPS
Tides Marine International working with their Dutch distributor Cuno b.v, part of the Exalto Group, is pleased to be
supplying SureSeal dripless propeller shaft seals and Smart Seal temperature monitoring systems to No Limits Ships
based in Holland, who specialise in building survey vessels to be operated in both offshore and shallow water
applications.
The equipment will be used on No Limits Ships Pleasure and Professional ranges of
craft. Established in 1996 No Limits Ships have a wide range of custom made vessels
which are used for a variety of commercial purposes such as hydrographic surveying,
patrolling, coastguards, surveillance as well as transporting passengers inshore and
offshore.
No Limits Ships have been impressed with the quality of product supplied by Tides Marine International, who have
been awarded the ISO 9001:2008 Certification in recognition of its quality management systems for the supply of
marine equipment.
TIDES MARINE INTERNATIONAL SUPPLIER OF CHOICE
TO CORNISH CRABBERS LLP
Tides Marine International working with C&O Marine Engineers have been chosen by Cornish
Crabber LLP based in Cornwall to supply Series 1 propeller shaft seals to their Cornish
Crabber and Mystery Yacht ranges.
Custom made to order, these boats are built
exactly to the specification the owner requires
for their sailing experience.

Look out for the Tides Marine team at the
following events:
Seawork Show - 15th—17th June 2010
METS - 16th—18th November 2010
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